AFLA II (1995)
McGill University, Montréal, Canada

Program

Friday, March 24

9h50  L. TRAVIS: Opening Remarks

10h00-11h00  B. MILLER (York University):
Dimensions of Event Structure

11h00-11h40  M. KLAMER (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam/HIL):
Continuative Aspect and the Nature of the Dative Clitic in Kambera

11h40-12h20  N. RICHARDS (MIT):
Another Look at Tagalog Subjects

LUNCH

14h00-15h00  A. MACLACHLAN (McGill University):
Causatives and Case Mechanisms in Tagalog

15h00-15h40  E. SITYAR (UCLA and University of Arizona):
Voice and Existential Closure

15h40-16h20  M. DONOHUE (Australian National University):
Evidence for the Thematic Hierarchy from Applicative and Causative Constructions in Tukang Besi

COFFEE BREAK

16h30-17h30  J. E. VOSKUII (Rijksuniversiteit Leiden):
A-Bar Movement and Verbal Morphology in Indonesian

17h30-18h30  R. McGINN (Ohio University):
Discourse, Markedness and the Evolution of Focus in Rejang
**Saturday, March 25**

10h00-11h00  **L. TRAVIS** (McGill University): *Morphology, Phrase Structure and L-syntactic in Western Malayo-Polynesian, Languages*

11h00-11h40  **V. PHILLIPS** (McGill University): *The prefix mahnn Malagasy: Deriving Causation from the Root*

11h40-12h20  **M. POLINSKY** (USC): *Noma Incorporation in Malagasy*

  **LUNCH**

14h00-15h00  **D. FINER** (SUNY, Stony Brook): *Selayarese A-bar Constructions*

  **S. HANITRINIAINA** and **J.-Y. MORIN** (Universite de Montreal): *A Constraint-Based Approach to Causatives and Reciprocals in Malagasy*

15h00-15h40  **I. PAUL** (McGill University): *Word Order and Specificity in Malagasy*

  **COFFEE BREAK**

16h30-17h30  **E. KEENAN** (UCLA): *Morphology is Structure: a Malagasy lest Case*

---

**Sunday, March 26**

10h00-11h00  **P. SELLS** (Stanford): *Raising and the Order of Clausal Constituents*

11h00-11h40  **CD. MCFARLAND** (Waseda University): *Relativization in Philippine Languages*

11h40-12h20  **J. C FINNEY** (American Institute of Higher Studies): *Is Chamorro Philippine or Formosan? Evidence from a Fossilized Aracle/Casemaker*

  **LUNCH**

14h00-15h00  **E. WOOLFORD** (UMass, Amherst): *Object Agreement in Palauan: Specificity, Hymanness, Economy and Optimality*